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Artworks

seeing is Deceiving Dreaming is 
Believing (series)
acrylic on canvas, 100 x 80 cm, 2016

In the beginning, I used human figures as the object in my artworks. Humans are 
definitely the most captivating object to draw. we are surrounded by the image 
of humans in our life. It seems that it is our way to convince ourselves that we are 
where we are supposed to be, that we exists among other people. Another possibili-
ty is that we are obsessed with a certain rule that we consider as ideal: a pretty face, 
a good body, convincing gesture, a charismatic look and so on. And every human 
figure that I drew is doing a casual activity.

However, at one point, I felt uncomfortable. on certain parts of the drawings that I 
have created, I made a kind of ‘explosion’, blurring the images that I have built previ-
ously. I destroyed our established impression of shapes. I draw with liquid acrylics, 
an incredibly plastic medium that can be used to elaborate shapes and present de-
tails. on the other hand, this medium is is very liquid, almost uncontrollable, seeping 
into the drawing field or melting drawn by gravity. It represents the characteristics of 
a medium that does not fully abide the artist’s desire.At this point, the liquid acryl-
ics is back to its original characteristics, melting uncontrollably and free. Its not a 
controlled medium used to create any shape based on the artist’s desires. It still has 
its characteristics and I explore such characteristics through the canvas. 

this is like a form of gentle hardness. In this, I showed the shapes that I made, the 
ones that we see every day, not as sturdy. Behind their appearances lies a different 
force, which seems to be gentle, although it’s not necessarily weak.
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2014 soFt VIoLENCE -solo exhibition (platform3, 
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SElEctEd Group ExhibitionS

2015 MEDIUM oF LIVING, Contemporary Art 
Exhibition, celebrating 300 years of Martell 
(Edwin’s Gallery, Jakarta) 

 MELIHAt API BEkErJA, poetry and drawing 
collaboration with M Aan Mansyur (Edwin’s 
gallery, Jakarta)

 Fashion Nation - Ninth Edition – collaboration 
with Patrick owen (senayan City, Jakarta)
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Post card Exhibition (Graha Bakti Budaya, 
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Jogjakarta)
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Jakarta Convention Center)
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(Eastern Promise kemang, Jakarta)

 FEArFEst -halloween art exhibition (Cafe 
Mondo -kemang, Jakarta)

2012 CAFFEINAtED -an Illustration Art Exhibition 
(Inkubator asia, Jakarta)

 Fashion Nation 2012 “Noir Et Blanc: the 
Ultimate style” Fashion Installation (senayan 
City, Jakarta)

2011 Proyek Buku sketsa - rUrU Gallery - (ruang 

rupa, Jakarta)

 Bandung wayang Festival (kotabaru, 
Padalarang, west Java)

 Art collaboration with GAP (0% Plastic Bag 
campaign)

 INtErstELLAr -the Howler terror Club 
collaboration (Family Affair-Bandung, Pacific 
Place-Jakarta)

 kopling-kopi keliling-art exhibition (Cafe kedai 
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 PoIsoN#1 -art exhibition (Puri Art Gallery, 
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